
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of MTS software
engineer. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for MTS software engineer

Should drive BIOS requirements that customer (OEM/ODM) need into
solutions by working with product engineering teams for feature
development
Understanding of PC BIOS internals including APICs, SuperIO, SATA storage
devices and USB controllers
Experience in platform security (At hardware level, Trusted execution
environment)
Work with partners, stakeholders, and customers to develop and evolve the
vision and strategy for the team and then translate that into an achievable
road map/action plan
Engage aggressively with Business Units, Sales/Marketing team
Collaborating with SW and FW teams to solve said issues in a timely manner
Develop and Maintain Linux driver used by CPU and GPU diagnostic software
to validate the SOC IPs
Experience in building Linux kernel images and bringup on silicon and
optimizing the kernel
Debug OS boot issues on on both pre-silicon environment (FPGA, SystemC,
Cadence, Mentor Graphics) and post-silicon systems (real ASICs and
platforms)
Develop diagnostics software to bring-up and validate ASIC features

Qualifications for MTS software engineer

Example of MTS Software Engineer Job Description
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Strong programming in Core Java and, at least, one other programming
language
Experience in, and a good understanding of, development and Live
production of highly distributed, scalable and available systems
Excellent communication and team-work skills, and ability to thrive in a high-
pressured environment
Experience in following systems is a plus
Implement shared components and frameworks using Java in a Linux/Solaris
based environment
Work with architects, cross functional engineering teams, Product
Management, QA, and Operations teams to ensure we develop the correct
product for the job at hand


